Sustainable development is an important issue in the world care, research and exploration on various aspects of sustainable development has also been concerned about the community, the issue of sustainable urban development is one of them. This will combine the connotation of sustainable urban development, to model for urban sustainable development capacity assessment model by studying entropy and distance function two mathematical theory, and to index data for the experimental area Shaoxing application examples, combined with the establishment of the evaluation model to evaluate their capacity for sustainable development, science and government departments to help understand the local level of sustainable urban development, provide the basis for scientific decision-making for sustainable urban development.
Introduction
Sustainable urban development is a social, ecological (environment), the economy maintained a high degree of harmony in the process. In order to fully reflect the status of this complex system, comprehensive evaluation of sustainable development need to adopt multi-index comprehensive evaluation method, that is more than describe the area being evaluated social, ecological (environment) and economic dimension different set of statistical indicators, transforming become dimensionless relative evaluation values, and the combination of these evaluation values to arrive at an assessment of the region on an overall assessment of sustainable development, the core of the problem is the evaluation methods [1] . In this paper, by studying entropy and two mathematical theory to model the distance function model for urban sustainable development capacity assessment model, and to index data for the experimental area Shaoxing application examples, combined with the establishment of its evaluation model for sustainable develop the ability to evaluate the capacity of sustainable development for the city's comprehensive evaluation and analysis to provide a strong scientific basis.
Research Methods

Entropy
(1)Comprehensive evaluation of information entropy and weighting function Suppose you need to evaluate the development of Shaoxing m years, the evaluation index system includes n indicators. This is a sample composed by m by n indices do comprehensive evaluation of the problem, this mathematical model is as follows:
On the field is:
,⋯,m) Each sample (evaluated) u i with n indexes the data Characterization:
The matrix is normalized initial matrix: Y = {y ij } m×n Entropy item j index values are:
M the number of samples where the constant k related to the system:k =
lnm
The difference between information and a utility value of an index depends on the index of information entropy e j and 1:d j = 1 − e j Estimates using entropy weight of each index, its essence is to use the index information to calculate the value of the coefficient, the value of the coefficient, the greater the importance of the evaluation, and finally get the item j index weights as follows:
(2)Evaluation of multi-evaluation system For evaluation system multi-layer structure, according to the entropy can be additive, you can use the utility value of the underlying index information structure, determined by the ratio of the upper structure corresponding to the weightw j value. Indicators for each type of utility value of the underlying structure of the summation, get all kinds of indicators of utility value and, denoted D k (k = 1,2, … k), and then get the sum of all indicators utility value
The corresponding right weight class:
Distance Function
Distance function model is a method of comprehensive evaluation model, the basic idea is: conducting a comparative evaluation of multi-subject similarity between indicators, the evaluation of the original data set mapping coordinates of points on the current situation in n-dimensional space, and target indicator, or the area of the ideal value of the optimal target value corresponds to the coordinates of the point in space, the core is a comprehensive evaluation model calculate the distance value Status indicators and a target point, according to the size and distance of the comprehensive judgment evaluation of the relative levels of each object differences.
For the i-th index, the actual data set its target for X i �x i1 , x i2 , … x ij �, i = 1,2,3, … m, where m is the total number of index system indicators, j represent individual indicators included the number of data.
Set �x i1 , x i2 , … x ij � corresponds to the status quo point coordinates j-dimensional space for x i �x i1 , x i2 , … x ij �, namely the status quo coordinate space, and set the corresponding experimental zone Shaoxing urban sustainable development capacity in space target point coordinatesy i �y i1 , y i2 , … y ij �.
Calculate the distance value, that is seeking the status quo point in multidimensional space x i �x i1 , x i2 , … x ij � and the target point
Among them, ω i as an indicator x i weights and
, E i index normalized data, when x ij to play role in promoting sustainable development, that is a positive indicator，E i = x ij /y ij , contrary to reverse indicator,E i = y ij /x ij .
Application Examples
Raw data: Shaoxing indicators and data
In this paper, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Provience actual indicators and data, in accordance with the principles of data validity and integrity, from Shaoxing City, eco-development, social development perspectives focus on selected index system of sustainable development on two levels, including two-level indicators, thirteen two indexes. Shaoxing covers both social and ecological, indicators and data table below for Shaoxing experimental area.An index system diagram Shaoxing.
According to data provided by Shaoxing City (see Table 1 ), using the method of calculating the entropy of each index weights. 
Calculation of weight right
According to 2007-2012 data Shaoxing indicators provided by entropy method to calculate the weight of each indicator.
The remaining index weights calculated by reference to the formula weight, and finally determine the weight of each index weight, the results see Table 2 . 
Comprehensive distance calculation
Application distance function method to establish sustainable urban development assessment model for calculating the weight of the right to primary and secondary indicators and standardizing the data, based on experimental zone of Shaoxing, City 2013 study of urban sustainable development capacity, establish experimental zone of Shaoxing City Sustainable Development Capacity index system, specifically see table 3. 
Evaluation of results
For comparison, the evaluation on sustainable development in different regions, should be the appropriate level of pre-designed standard. Reference to the relevant research results at home and abroad, the design standard six levels to describe the extent of the sustainable development of the region [4] , are shown in Table 4 . 
